1 lrurnooucnoN /\ S a rather efficient, accurate, reliable means of determinll, i"g the optimal query executjon plan among many equivalent query execution plans of diJferent costs, samplingbased estimators have received extensive attention and well studied t4l, l5), [14] , [15] , 1761, [17), [1e], [18] , t241, t281, t2e), [30] , [2s], 1261, [3I], [10] , [34] , [37] . The advantages of sampling-based estimators lie in their good reliability in truthfully reflecting runtime data distributions, and their robustness in the presence of correlated data.
The benefits of sampling-based efimators, howeve4, come at a price. Sampling-based algorithms conduct runtime information gathering, and extrapolate the resulting size from the sampled data. As a result, a certain amount of runtime sampling overhead has to be incurred whenever a size estirnation has to be made. This overhead adds to the response time of query processing. In additioru the sampled information is completely volatile: The sampled in{orma-tion obtained for the current query has to be discarded, and can not be reused for subsequent queries. Research on sampling-based methods places an emphasis on the strateg"y for minimizing the sample size while satisfying the required estimation acflrrary at the given confidence level [16] , [15] , tr4l, tlel, IlBl, [24] , [28] , [2e], [30] , [25] contradictory: generally speaking, a higher estimation accuracy requires a larger sampling size, which in tum results in a larger I/O overhead. Therefore, a balanced trade-off between estimation accuracy and runtime sampling overhead must be made.
Parametric estimafion methods {I), t2l, t7l, l8), [12] , lI3l, [22] use certain statistical functions to describe the data so as to provide estimation by evaluating its approximating function when a query is given. Different parametric models including uniform distribution, normal distributiory neural learning networks and regression [25] , [36] , 122| t6l have been proposed to approximate the actual data distributions. The benefit of parametric estimators lies in the efficient estimation computation. [20] , [33] , [21] To investigate the performance of the hybrid estimator at the different selectivities, we design the experimental procedure described as follows:
. the underlying data is generated from a uniform distribution ranging from 0 to 1,000;
. the seU-organizing model, as plotted in the right-hand side of Fig. 2" is constructed; . the queries which produce a fixed selectivities (0.8 percent 5 percent, and 10 percent) are generated (for uniform data distribution, the total selectivity p can be controlled by choosing the range of query);
. the estimated selectivity fr obtained . the above procedure is repeated, the aree and sed of the hybrid estimator and random sampling are collected and plotted in Fig. 3 and Fig. 5 , in which the relationship between the estimation error of the estimators and the sample size taken is illustrated.
Notice that every point in Fig. 3 Comparing the performance of the hybrid estimator with that of random sampling yields an interesting paftern: The hybrid estimator has gained a substantial performance improvement over random sampling when the sample size is small; this improvement becomes gradually insignificant when the sample size becomes large. This observation agrees with theoretical findings revealed in Theorem 1. data generated from a uniform distribution into the existing movie database.
It can be observed in Fig. 3 and Fig. 20 
that is, the mse of the hybrid estimator is strictly smaller than that of the two participating estimators as long as 0 < p < I and p * /, representing the optimal combination of the on-line and previously collected information used by the hybrid estimator. However, the total. selectivity p is in practice unknown a priori; as an alternative, we replace p with |: ftit thrs substituti-on sometimes may compromi:"_ _th::t:ti 2) when the .Fig. 6 ,.the sed ol the hybrid estimator is larger ,r.,utL af," selectiriity / ihouta be heavily weighted in I than.that of, the self-organizing estimator *1":11",:"-pl" the substitution of the total selectiviry p.
I size is small. Here are guidelines that can be used in pracf, ti.utoobtain f,.Weobservethal
To formulate this idea, the total selectivity p in t) can be l; p: (I -k(n, t))-P, + k(n, t) ./ , 
